Paul & Laurel Timblin

Serving with UIM Aviation, using the airplane to reach tribal groups in the mountains of Mexico

A plane missionary
Of course you know Paul and I are missionaries.
We traveled and shared our ministry God has
called us to, showed you pictures and asked you
to pray for us and to consider supporting us. Do
you remember when we first met? How we got
to know each other a little bit? Thank you for
choosing to be part of our family and ministry.
Did you know that UIM Aviation is a missionary?
Ok, ok, it’s an organization, but it has needs just
like us missionaries! But here’s the problem with
UIMA: It doesn’t have a way to travel and meet
you. It can’t be there in your home, or come for a
picnic, or stand in front of your church for you to
interact with and ask it questions. Even though
you can’t see its face at your church, it actually
does have many faces. We are one of them along with the rest of our team, each airplane,
and most of all - the people in Mexico. You
know we are relational people and we lean
toward choosing a person we can get to know
and support, but I gotta tell you - UIMA
desperately needs monthly supporters … just as
if it were a missionary. How can this ministry
sustain the work without monthly
income? Currently UIMA is functioning
on less then 50% of needed funds!
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We need your help to continue taking
the Gospel to the tribal people in the
mountains of Mexico.
Would you consider supporting this
“missionary”?
Our newsletters go out to so many friends,
churches, and family members … some of you
already give and I’m not trying to get more from
you. I do want you to pray about this though. Of
course if you are interested in supporting UIMA
that is awesome! But I am asking something
that is probably hard for some of you.
Would you present UIMA to your church and
even your friends for monthly support? Would
you share this story and ministry?

Monthly support provides for things like:
1. Gas for the plane to fly. It costs approximately
$85 per hour depending on gas price that day.
2. Parts to keep the planes safe. Paul often has
to wait to fix a plane simply because there is
not enough $ to order a part.
3. Insurance for our pilots and passengers.
4. Utility bills of the hanger where Paul works as
well as in country costs for our Mexico bases.
5. Engine reserve fund for the major overhaul
that is required every 1600 hours of flight.
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